Epoch-making Digitization in
National Palace Museum:
Past-Future
Venue: Culture Center of Taipei Economic and
Cultural Office in Los Angeles
Duration: May 5 to May 27 2012

• Exhibition Title: Epoch-making Digitization in
National Palace Museum: Past-Future
• Exhibition Duration: Saturday May 5 to Sunday
May 27 2012
• Opening Ceremony: 11am Saturday May 5 2012
• Exhibition Venue: Resource Point Taiwan
Academy, Exhibition Hall and Hallway in Culture
Center of Taipei Economic and Cultural Office in
Los Angeles

Curatorial Concept—
Forming New Vitality for the Collection．
．
Creating New Value for the Museum
“Epoch-making Digitization in National
Palace Museum: Past-Future” will
showcase not only seven multi-media
works to display newly interpretation
forms among digital materials in the
NPM but also the museum’s
transforming progress of multi-media
works until present time to demonstrate
interesting combination between
technology and humanity.

Exhibition Process
•

•

•

Introducing various styles of paintings
and calligraphy in digital world since
the last decade in the NPM
Displaying by integrating virtually
(digital works )and realistically
(duplicate paintings and calligraphy
referred in digital works)
Setting in English speaking
environment, targeting local residents,
not limited to people from Chinese
origin
Culture Center of Taipei
Economic and Cultural Office
in Los Angeles

Exhibition Content
Resource Point Taiwan
Academy
1.Chinese Characters on Maokung Ting Interactive
Installation
2.Lines and Rhythms Video

Hallway
Digital learning Area, setting up
all-in-one computers with
paintings and calligraphy
interactive CD-ROM installed

Exhibition Hall
1. A T’ang Palace Rhapsody Interactive
Installation
2. Contemporary Interpretation of an Old
Masterpiece Video
3. Adventures in NPM: Meeting the Painting
and Calligraphy Masterpieces Video
4. Journeying from Past to Present: A Life of
Refined Tastes
5. Painting Anime: Imitating Zhao Bosu's
Latter Ode on Red Cliff: Wen Zheng-ming
Ming Dynasty
6. Hundred Horses by Giuseppe Castiglione
Qing Dynasty, large print for high quality
duplicate

‧

‧

Objects in Resource Point Taiwan Academy
Chinese Characters on Mao-kung
Ting Interactive Installation –
Analysis on the Transformation of
Chinese Characters

Epigraph

Regular
Scripts

Lines and Rhythms—The Many
Splendid Forms of Chinese Calligraphy

Chinese Characters on Mao-kung Ting
Interactive Installation

Resource Point
Taiwan Academy

Collection Introduction
•

Late West Zhou Dynasty (BC877-771), Bronze, table
ware, height 53.8cm, diameter 47cm

•

The text cast inside the bowl of the cauldron, consisting of
500 characters and arranges in 32 lines, is the longest
bronze inscription available today.

•

Characters can be divided into seven paragraphs. The
first five ones mention that the new King Xuan would like
to rebuild the nation and therefore to entrust his uncle
Duke of Mao with the responsibility of administering all
affairs of the state on his behalf. And the Duke must be all
fairness and impartiality. Paragraph six lists the awards as
well as the official court wear that goes with the job. The
ending paragraph is a set of routine thanks from the Duke
of Mao to the Son of Heaven, and his wish that the
greatest honor would be forever enjoyed by all of his
descendents to come.

Chinese Characters on Mao-kung Ting
Interactive Installation

Resource Point
Taiwan Academy

Installation Instructions

1. Audiences enter the environment of Mao-kung Ting
Interactive Installation and stand around it
2. When users touch the Mao-kung Ting, it will turn the
angle of epigraph to make people read directly

3. Stone rubbing
effect appears

4. Epigraph on the cauldron
floats while the body fades

Chinese Characters on Mao-kung Ting
Interactive Installation

6. 70 Chinese characters
with animation light up
5. The epigraph where
fingers slides will turn into
characters nowadays

Resource Point
Taiwan Academy

7. Audiences select
one specific word to
see its transformation

Resource Point
Taiwan Academy

Lines and Rhythms
Video Introduction
•

The video begins with six methods regarding rules of
formation in Chinese characters to demonstrate the splendid
structure and forms of Chinese words; presenting epigraph
and calligraphy on oracle, bronze, silks from various
dynasties to narrate the origin and transformation of
calligraphy of Chinese characters as well as its diversity

•

The image of a cellist playing the cello reflects the tempo of
calligraphy, showing rhythm of writing. The cursive scripts
extracting from “Autobiography” are in 3-dimension effect to
micro-visual space of strokes in order to bring people’s vision
into a fantasy world just like Utopian world. Audiences can
feel the layers increase one after another to demonstrate the
progress of writing duration vividly. Moreover, strokes
between spaces in calligraphy also impress audiences
deeply.

•

The final part of the video emphasizes application of Chinese
characters in depth and in width by showcasing daily
instances which include technological interactive in most
Chinese Character Festivals and Chinese Character Art
Festivals, animation, cross-boundary performances, new art
display of Chinese characters, cultural and creative design,
and calligraphy now and then.

Collections in Exhibition Hall

A T’ang Palace Rhapsody
A Palace Concert

Adventures in NPM: Meeting the
Painting and Calligraphy
Masterpieces
Ting Ware White Ceramic Pillow in the
Shape of a Child
Northern Song
Dynasty; Pi-hsieh • Han Dynasty; Nephrite
Duck • Song to Ming Dynasty; Mountain
Dwelling along the River Fuchun (Wuyung Version)
by Huang Gongwang Yuan Dynasty;
Poem in Seven-character Verse by Huang
T'ing-chien
Song Dynasty; Hundred
Horses by Giuseppe Castiglione
Qing
Dynasty

‧

‧

‧

‧

Journeying from Past to Present: A
Life of Refined Tastes
Spring Morning in Han Palace ,
The Annual Ceremony of Ablution by
Ch’iu Ying
Ming Dynasty; Imitating Ch’iu
Ying’s Spring Morning in Han Palace by
Leng Mei
Qing Dynasty; The Eighteen
Scholars by Sun Hu, Chou K’un, and Ting
Kuan-p’eng
Qing Dynasty; Picking
Flowers by a Pavilion by Yao Wenhan
Qing Dynasty; Gathering in the Western
Garden by T'ang Yin
Ming Dynasty

‧
‧
‧

‧

Collections in Exhibition Hall
Contemporary Interpretation of an
Old Masterpiece
Hundred Horses by Giuseppe Castiglione
Qing Dynasty

‧

Painting Anime
Imitating Zhao Bosu's Latter Ode on Red
Cliff by Wen Zheng-ming
Ming Dynasty

‧

‧

A T’ang Palace Rhapsody

Exhibition Hall

The faint sound of laughter and chatting of T’ang Dynasty ladies emerges from the
painting "A Palace Concert," but as soon as someone's footsteps approach, they quickly
return as if by magic to the calm and elegant poses of their ancient home. After a short
time, and before you even notice it, the ladies quietly sneak out of the painting, traveling
through time and around the world. At one moment they enjoy Taiwan's fashionable
digital life, and in the next instant they indulge in the intoxicatingly romantic world of a
French street scene. Then in the blink of an eye they assume the roles of actresses in a
Broadway play in New York, getting ready to go on stage...

Paris

New
York

Taipei

Contemporary Interpretation of an

Exhibition Hall

Old Masterpiece
The subtle transformation progress of the animation

1. All the human figures and horses
in the painting disappear.

3. The darkness replaces the daylight again. It rains
heavily with thunders.

2. The curtain of night drops and the stars shine. The
river reflects the moonlight as a mirror. Gradually, the
darkness turns in to dawn.

4. The rain stops. The human figures and horses
reappear one another into the daylight. Finally,
the painting returns to its original form.

A T'ang Palace Rhapsody

Exhibition Hall

Interactive Instruction
This interesting interactive installation was inspired by a famous painting called “A
Palace Concert”. The specialty lies on the transformation of various items such as
musical instruments held by ladies in the court. When audiences step on various
sensitive floors, different themed cities will appear. “A T’ang Palace Rhapsody”
creatively adds modern images into the classic painting with abundant audio effect
and music which intends to create a fashionable and delight atmosphere among
paintings of ladies in T'ang Dynasty. Furthermore, this installation provides audiences
new vision when appreciating paintings.

When you enter the sensor's range, the original appearance of "A Palace Concert" will
appear on the screen. But when you step on the different colored portions of the
floorboard, the screen will reveal scenes of travels to various cities.

A T'ang Palace Rhapsody
Collection Introduction

Exhibition Hall

•

This painting depicts ten women of the inner court
as they sit around a long rectangular table. The
four at the top of the picture are playing musical
instruments including a Tartar pipe, pipa, zither,
and sheng pipe to create the mood for this party.
One of the attendant girls is also holding a clapper
to keep the beat. Though the painting describes a
scene of music and drinking, there seems to be
sense of resignation on the faces of the women, as
if this is just an ordinary day in the life of court
women.

•

The fashion for beauty among ladies reflected the
strong influence of Yang Kuei-fei (719-756),
whose full form set a standard. The ladies here
are shown with full figures, rounded faces, delicate
eyebrows, white makeup. Four women along with
the one playing the pipa all have their hair tied in
an unusual manner known as a “drop-horse knot”.
One of the women also wears a floral crown,
signifying higher status.

•

This painting is rather short for a hanging scroll
and may have originally been mounted as part of a
small screen that was later remounted into the
format we see today. There is no seal or signature
of the artist on the work, but it appears to have
come from the hand of an artist influenced by the
styles of Chang Hsüan (first half of 8th c.) and
Chou Fang (ca. 730-800).

A Palace Concert Scroll
48.7x69.5cm, ink and colors on silk

Contemporary Interpretation of an
Old Masterpiece
Hundred Horses by Giuseppe Castiglione

Exhibition Hall

‧ Qing Dynasty

Handscroll, ink and colors
on silk, 94.5 x 776.2 cm
•

Giuseppe Castiglione (1688-1766),a Milanese and Jesuit missionary, came to China at 27
and served at the Qing court with his painting expertise through three successive reigns
under Kangxi, Yongzheng, and Qianlong.

•

Hundred horses, each in different build and posture, are out on the wide open pasture. The
presentation is done in the Western style, in which the objects in the foreground are more
prominent and concrete, as well as larger in size, while those in the background tend to be
lighter, vaguer, and smaller. Everything is painted in a most realistic way and meticulously.
Castiglione was very good at combining traditional Chinese themes and techniques with the
Western pigments, perspective method, and contrast of light and shadow for threedimensional representation. In this painting, the light is applied in his depicting of horse,
figures, tree, and mounds, whereas pine needles, tree barks, grass leaves, and chapped
surfaces of rocks as well as the earthen slopes are done in a way that hints at the Chinese
brushwork of lines and textures.

•

The painting project was completed in 1728, and a masterpiece representative of his early
works.

Exhibition Hall
Adventures in NPM: Meeting the
Painting and Calligraphy Masterpieces
National Palace Museum cooperates with specialists in the fields of historic relics and digital visual arts and creates an
interesting animated world which is full of national treasures. The latest creation named “Adventures in NPM: Meeting the
Painting and Calligraphy Masterpieces " is a stereoscopic 3D animated short. To create this amazing stereoscopic
animated short, NPM applies cutting-edge stereoscopic techniques in production. With 3D glasses, this animation put virtual
reality to the extreme and allow audience to experience the most realistic vision of national treasures in digital worlds.

Story Summary
During the special exhibition of “Landscape Reunited:
Huang Gongwang and Dwelling in the Fuchun
Mountain“ in 2011, Ting Ware White Ceramic Pillow
in the Shape of a Child (Child Pillow) goes over to the
exhibition hall just like anyone else to see the
legendary national treasure. Out of nowhere, he is
invited by the scholar in the painting to step into
"Dwelling in the Fuchun Mountains!" In this Chinese
style painting, Child Pillow encounters a little white
pony from "one hundred horses" who is searching for
its shadow. Both of them return to exhibition hall, and
the courageous Child Pillow promise to find the
shadow for the little white pony. However, when
wondering in the exhibition hall, Child Pillow collides
with Pixie and Jade Duck, and at the same time,
crushes the famous calligraphy " Scent of Flowers
Wafting." Now they are in big troubles...

Adventures in NPM: Meeting the Exhibition Hall
Painting and Calligraphy Masterpieces
Collection Introduction
Ting Ware White Ceramic Pillow in the Shape of a Child •
Northern Song Dynasty (AD960-1126)
Height: 18.8 cm, diameter at base: 31 x 13.2 cm

During the T’ang dynasty, most ceramics pillows either had a tri-color “san-ts’ai” glaze, or were glazed
brown, black, or a Ch’ang-sha bronze color. At the time, too, there were only two basic types, one used
to sleep on, and one on which for taking a pulse. By the Song dynasty, there was a greater variety of
designs. This example, in the form of a child playing, was for general use. The design is both life-like and
alluring, with the child, clearly in excellent health, wearing a suit of clothing including a long brocaded top,
lying on a mattress, legs crossed behind. The front and back of the pillow were made separately, moldpressed and then put together before firing. After they had been put together, the facial expression and
details on the clothing were carved. The glaze is ivory white with a hint of gray. As Ting ware was fired
using charcoal as fuel, it had to be fired in an oxidized atmosphere, giving the white glaze this yellowish
hue. The glaze has run on several parts of the base, an effect described by literati as “tear marks.” The
bottom of the pillow has been inscribed with a poem written by the Ch’ien-lung Emperor.

Adventures in NPM: Meeting the Exhibition Hall
Painting and Calligraphy Masterpieces

Pi-hsieh • Han Dynasty (BC206-AD220)
Height 9.3cm

The “Pi-hsieh" is a mythological creature commonly thought to be able to ward off evil forces with its
magical powers. In fact, its name means "to ward off evil" in Chinese. In the Han dynasty, "pi-hsieh" were
commonly represented as winged, four-legged beasts, a form that was probably transmitted from Western
Asia. Often found as huge stone statues, they would be placed along the spirit road leading up to tombs.
Some were also carved from quality jade and used as ornaments for the wealthy and powerful. This
example, originally carved from a piece of green jade, is represented with its head raised and jaws open as
if the creature is emitting a low growl. Its stance alludes to the fact that it is walking forwards, and although
the wings are pressed to its back, they give the impression that they will unfold and beat at any minute. The
long beard of this spectacular creature sprouts from its lower jaw and extends all the way down to its chest,
its tail brushes the ground behind it. Over the years, the color of the jade has changed to a mottled
yellowish brown. This is one of the larger examples of Han dynasty jade “Pi-hsieh" known. This example in
the collection of the National Palace Museum was once an important part of the imperial collection, and one
of the emperor's poems is carved onto the chest.

Adventures in NPM: Meeting the Exhibition Hall
Painting and Calligraphy Masterpieces

Nephrite Duck
4.5 x 8.5 x 2.8cm

‧ Song to Ming Dynasty

Mountain Dwelling along the River Fuchun (Wu-yung Version)
by Huang Gongwang Yuan Dynasty

‧

Handscroll, ink on paper, 33 x 636.9 cm

The duck finished between Song and
Ming Dynasty was made of yellow
nephrite with dark brown color on his
head, belly and feet. The technique
was simple but demonstrated the
duck’s tilt tail and buxom bottom in a
cute and vivid way.

－

Huang Gongwang (1269 1354), native of Jiangsu, was ranked as one of the
Great Fours of Yuan dynasty, the other three being Wu Zheng (1280-1354), Ni
Zan (1301-1374), and Wang Mong (1308-1385). Together with his Taoist friend
Zheng Wuyong, Huang Gongwang in 1347 returned to Fuchun, starting this
handscroll and completing it three to four years later. Huang was 82 years old
then. This is his mort important work for generation. The painting features layers
of brush and ink, the landscape forms outlined and washed with great variation.
The mountain shapes throughout the scroll range from rounded ones up close in
layers stacked to the back to gently rolling slopes and banks, and even lofty
peaks, revealing a rich variety to the landscape pattern. This handscroll was
collected by Wu Hungyu in Ming dynasty, who loved it deeply and even wanted
to burn it as sacrificial object when he died. His nephew changed others instead,
but the first part was broke and the rest was divided into two parts. The smaller
part was called “Sheng-shan Version” and archived in China while the latter
part archived in the NPM was the more precious part.

Adventures in NPM: Meeting the Exhibition Hall
Painting and Calligraphy Masterpieces

Poem in Seven-character Verse by
Huang T'ing-chien
Song Dynasty

‧

Album leaf, ink on paper, 30.7 x 43.2 cm
The poem translates as, "Flowers’ fragrance
incenses one to break meditation; Even one in a
frame of mind past middle years. Poetic
thoughts come in spring not unlike the rowing
of a boatman against the stream."
Huang T'ing-chien was a native of Fen-ning, Kiangsi.
He is recognized as a major poet-calligrapher of the
Northern Song who associated with Su Shih, whom
he equaled in the art of poetry. In 1087, Huang
T'ing-chien wrote two poems to his friend Wang
Kung in Yang-chou. This poem was originally meant
for Wang Shen. Here, the brushwork is strong and
upright, and the ink varies between dry and moist.

Hundred Horses by Giuseppe Castiglione
Handscroll, ink and colors on silk, 94.5 x 776.2 cm

,

‧ Qing Dynasty

Giuseppe Castiglione (1688-1766) and Jesuit missionary, came to
China at 27. and served at the Qing court with his painting expertise
His specialties ranged wide including figures, flowers, birds, and
animals among which horses were his best and most often subject.
Hundred horses, each in different build and posture, are out on the
wide open pasture. They are either standing or lying down, or grazing
or frolicking, individually or in group. Everything is painted in a most
realistic way and meticulously; the hues are bright and colorful; the
composition is elaborately complicated. Castiglione was very good at
combining traditional Chinese themes and techniques with the
Western pigments, perspective method, and contrast of light and
shadow for three-dimensional representation. The painting project
was a masterpiece representative of his early works.

.

Journeying from Past to Present:
A Life of Refined Tastes

Exhibition Hall

Video Introduction
To promote the beauty of Chinese art and culture,
the National Palace Museum is helping to spread
aesthetics of life by specially planning and producing
the innovative video entitled "Journeying from Past
to Present: A Life of Refined Tastes." Using creative
animated techniques to interpret painting and
calligraphy in the NPM collection, it introduces the
interests in ancient Chinese lifestyles for the "Four
Arts of the Literatus" (zither, go, calligraphy, and
painting) and the "Four Arts of Life" (tasting tea,
burning incense, hanging paintings, flower
arrangement) while proceeding to link with modern
aesthetic experiences in society. This video follows
a magical journey of an animated character to bring
audiences into the world of ancient Chinese painting.
By experiencing what ancient and modern
aesthetics have in common, it demonstrates the
spirit of inheriting and promoting Chinese art and
culture to the present in Taiwan .

Journeying from Past to Present:
A Life of Refined Tastes

Exhibition Hall

Collection Introduction

Spring Morning in Han Palace by Ch’iu Ying

‧

Ming Dynasty

The Annual Ceremony of Ablution by Ch’iu Ying
Ming Dynasty

Handscroll, Ink and color on silk, 30.6 x 574.1cm

Handscroll, Ink and color on silk, 29.7x207.5cm

Ch’iu Ying ,one of the Four Masters of Ming Dynasty, used to
be painter, tile drawer. He learnt painting from Zhou Chen and
was very good at imitating paintings. This scroll illustrates lives
of imperial concubines which shows prosperous palace
architectures. In addition, The stands, railings, doors and walls
were drawn by brush especially for straight lines which made
details vividly. Figures were painted in graceful techniques
and set in a light blue-and-green color scheme with bright and
beautiful colors. It is said that among them is the famous story
of Mao Yen-shou painting the portrait of Wang Chao-chun.

This was also Ch’iu Ying’s work which depicts one of
the most famous literary gatherings in Chinese history.
On the 3rd day of the 3rd month in 353 AD, Wang Hsichih met with 42 scholar-friends to celebrate the annual
ablution at his Orchid Pavilion retreat. His preface to
the writings composed then became one of the most
celebrated works in Chinese calligraphy. Ch’iu Ying’s
figure paintings usually follow academic styles. This
work in the literati tradition is unusual.

‧

Journeying from Past to Present:
A Life of Refined Tastes

Exhibition Hall

Imitating Ch’iu Ying’s Spring Morning in Han
Palace by Leng Mei
Qing Dynasty

The Eighteen Scholars by Sun Hu, Chou K’un,
and Ting Kuan-p’eng
Qing Dynasty

Handscroll

Handscroll Silk

Silk

‧

33.4 x 800.8 cm

Spring Morning in Han Palace captures scenes of imperial
concubines’ lives in activities such as watching flowers, play
the chess, and painting portraits in a long handscroll. There is
no fixed storyline because it focus more on gorgeous and
prosperous view of royal palace, gardens, clothing and items
with in peaceful atmosphere. Leng Mei, a native of Shandong,
serving in the inner court under the reign of Kangxi, was good
at figures and portraits. This painting was done in 1703 that
Leng was asked to imitate Ch’iu Ying’s same work. However,
he did not copy all the context. Instead, he used his way to
interpret within graceful writing skills and set in bright and
beautiful colors.

‧

39x1138.2cm

When the T’ang emperor T’ai-tsung (r.627-649)
established the Academy of Learning, and he invited 18
talented scholars to serve there. The famous T’ang artist
Yen Li-pen (ca. 600-674) was commissioned to depict
them and Chu Liang wrote an encomium listing their
names and ranks. Later artists often made copies of
Yen’s version. This painting was done in the 12th lunar
month of 1741 by Sun Hu, Chou K’un, and Ting Kuanp’eng, who served as court artists under the Ch’ien-lung
emperor (r.1736-1795). The coloring is vibrant, while the
shading here already reflects the influence of Western
techniques.

Journeying from Past to Present:
A Life of Refined Tastes

Picking Flowers by a Pavilion by Yao Wenhan
Qing Dynasty

‧

Exhibition Hall

Gathering in the Western Garden by T'ang
Yin
Ming Dynasty

‧

Silk 36.4 x 54.3cm

Handscroll

Little is known about the life of Yao Wen-han, including his
birth and death dates, but most of his paintings done for the
court were of Taoist and Buddhist figures. This set of album
leaves includes calligraphy by Ch’ing poet-officials and
painting by court artists. In this work, Yao Wen-han has
depicted ladies playing wei-ch’i, appreciating paintings, and
arranging flowers. The style of the ladies’ faces are in the
manner associated with Chiao Ping-chen (fl. ca. 1689-1726),
with only such facial feature as the eyes being in his own
style. Yao Wen-han was active approximately in the middle
of the Ch’ien-lung reign (r. 1736-1795), and his paintings of
ladies can be said to be in the Ch’ing court style following
after that of Ch’en Mei (ca. 1694-1745).

T'ang Yin 1470-1523), a native of Wu County in
Chiangsu, who claimed himself as the most
amorous and talented person in south of
the Yangtze River. He was very good at painting,
calligraphy, poems, and articles. Within his
enthusiastic personality and talent, he became a
very famous intellectual and professional painter in
Suzhou in middle Ming Dynasty. He learnt from
Zhou Chen first, then Lee T'ang, Ma Yuan, and
Xia Gui and obtained his own specialty on
landscapes

（

Silk

35.8x329.5cm

Painting Anime
Imitating Zhao Bosu's Latter Ode on Red Cliff by Wen Zheng-ming
Handscroll, Ink and color on silk 31.5x541.6cm

Exhibition Hall

‧ Ming Dynasty

Video Introduction

Wen Zheng-ming(1470-1559), a native of Soochow, was one of the Four Masters of Ming Dynasty
along with Shen Zhou, T'ang Yin and Qiu Ying. This handscroll was done by Wen when he was 79
years old. This painting was based on the texts of Latter Ode on Red Cliff by Su Shi. It tells , in
eight sections, the story of Su Shi and friends revisiting Red Cliff with wines. The outlines of the
figures are simple; the rocks and mountains are tightly arranged. The painting is set in a light blueand-green color scheme. Although it is a copy of Zhao Bosu’s original , the effects of transparency
and gradation created through Wen’s brushwork are more in the style of Zhao Meng-fu. At that
time, one scholar in Suzhou collected Zhao Bosu's Latter Ode on Red Cliff. The local official
wanted to rob it to devote to the son of the Prime Minister Yan Song and the collector denied.
Hence, Wen Zheng-ming drew this painting when he knew this news and advised the collector not
to get into trouble.

